Quicksearch
Enhancements and Upgrades 2017-2018

Yale University Library’s Universal Discovery Interface: http://search.library.yale.edu

Articles+ Improvements

- Default Search Settings to
  - Scholarly (Includes Peer-Reviewed)
  - Journal Articles
- View Results to Change Limits
- Provides More Meaningful Results from Initial Bento Box View

Phrase Searching Using Quotation Marks in Books+ Advanced Search

Chinese, Japanese, & Korean (CJK) Character Searching in Books+

- Search with CJK Characters, Romanized Characters, or Combination of CJK and English
- Searches Conducted in Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Japanese Kanji, or Korean Hanja Return the Same Results
- Japanese Hiragana and Kitakana Characters Also Return the Same Results
- Tokenization – Bigrams (2-Character Strings) to Identify Words
- Normalization of Punctuation: Full- or Half-Width Space, Middle Dot, and Comma
- Enabled + and – Operators for Advanced CJK Searching

Accessibility Improvements

- Accessibility Policy Link in Footer
- Navigation (Skip to Top)
- Visual Display Requirements
- Screen Reader Features


- Prioritized Major Projects, Open Issues, and Resolved Issues
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